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ASPIRATIONREALITY LEADERSHIP OPPORTUNITY



Leadership is the activity of mobilizing people to tackle 

tough challenges (problems) and do the adaptive work 

necessary to achieve progress and thrive.

- Ronald Heifetz and Marty Linksy







The functions of those in authority is to provide: 

1. Direction

2. Protection

3. Order



People don’t know what they want until you show it to 

them. That’s why I never rely on market research. Our 

task is to read things that are not yet on the page.

- Steve Jobs



If Christian leadership is the activity of mobilizing people from 

their current reality towards God’s preferred future: 

1. What are some of the dynamics at play? 

2. What are the qualities needed in a person who practices 

leadership in this context?





“In order to reach people we have never reached before, we 

need to do things we have never done before.”



Adaptive Leadership Process

1. DISCERN: Are you facing technical problems for which 

technical fixes will be appropriate or are you facing adaptive 

challenges or are you facing both?



Kind of work Problem definition Solutions and 
implementation

Primary focus of 
responsibility for 
the work

Technical Clear Clear Authority

Technical and 
adaptive

Clear Requires learning Authority and 
stakeholders

Adaptive Requires learning Requires learning Stakeholders > 
authority > system



How do we know if a problem is technical?

• It is easy to recognise

• You know how to solve it

• There is a clear problem and a clear solution

• An expert or authority can complete or delegate task, and make 

progress

• It can be solved with facts, information, knowledge and subject 

matter expertise

Example: Broken sound equipment



How do we know if a problem is an Adaptive challenge?

• It is not clearly defined

• You don’t have all the information you need or a process to find that 

information

• You’ll feel it in your heart and gut as well as your mind

• It’ll challenge deeply held behaviour, practices and ways of working

• Stakeholders involved will need to be engaged and brought along

• It requires observation, disciplined experimentation and smart risk-

taking to reach a solution

Example: How to create an environment of worship



Activity:

• Identify 1-2 challenges faced by you and/or your organisation/church

• Determine whether these are technical, adaptive or both

• Discuss the relative degree of difficulty associated with “managing” 

each



Leadership Tasks

• Identify the Adaptive Challenge (get on balcony)

• Think Politically

• Orchestrate the Conflict

• Develop Responsibility

• Regulate Disequilibrium

• Infuse the Work with Meaning



Leadership Tasks

• Identify the Adaptive Challenge (get on balcony)

• Distinguish Technical from Adaptive Work

• Find Out Where People Are At

• Listen to the Song Beneath the Words

• Read the Authority Figure for Clues



Leadership Tasks

• Identify the Adaptive Challenge (get on balcony)

• Think Politically

• Find Partners

• Keep the Opposition Close

• Accept Responsibility for Your Piece of the Mess

• Acknowledge their Loss

• Model the Behaviour

• Accept Casualties



Leadership Tasks

• Identify the Adaptive Challenge (get on balcony)

• Think Politically

• Orchestrate the Conflict

• Create a Holding Environment

• Control the Temperature

• Pace the Work

• Show Them the Future



Leadership Tasks

• Identify the Adaptive Challenge (get on balcony)

• Think Politically

• Orchestrate the Conflict

• Develop Responsibility (give the work back)

• Take the Work Off Your Shoulders

• Place the Work Where it Belongs

• Make Your Interventions Short & Simple



Leadership Tasks

• Identify the Adaptive Challenge (get on balcony)

• Think Politically

• Orchestrate the Conflict

• Develop Responsibility (give the work back)

• Regulate Disequilibrium (hold steady)

• Take the Heat

• Let the Issues Ripen

• Focus Attention on the Issues



Build an Adaptive Culture

1. Elephants in the room are named.

2. Responsibility for the organization is shared.

3. Independent judgment is expected.

4. Leadership capacity is developed.

5. Reflection and continuous learning are institutionalized.



What Heifetz describes as adaptive work is, at its heart,
spiritual work. It involves the central dynamics of the

spiritual life and of transformation, which includes loss, risk
and trust, even death and resurrection. Our sacred

Scriptures, sacraments and our symbols are all powerful
resources for adaptive challenges and adaptive work that

we face at this time. No program, effort at restructuring, or
‘right’ leader alone will meet this challenge. It involves our

own changes of minds and hearts.”
(Anthony Robinson, Leadership for Vital Congregations, 45)



Qualities of an (adaptive) pioneering leader

1. Visioning Capacity

2. Personal Motivation

3. Creating Ownership of Ministry/Building a Core Team

4. Reaching the Un-churched

5. Spousal Cooperation

6. Relationship Building

7. Commitment to a Healthy Reproducing Church

8. Responsiveness to Community

9. Gift Utilization

10. Flexibility and Adaptability

11. Builds Group Cohesiveness

12. Resilience

13. Exercising Faith





Core leadership skills are the skills that get people promoted 
into leadership positions. People who naturally demonstrate 

these skills are often labelled “born” leaders. Core 
leadership skills are the foundation of effective leadership –
they won’t make you a great leader on their own, but you 

can’t do it without them. 
(Bradberry and Greaves, p3)



“adaptive leadership skills are what set great leaders apart –
these skills represent the otherwise intangible qualities that 

great leaders have in common”
(Bradberry and Greaves, p3)



EMOTIONAL 

INTELLIGENCE

ORGANISATIONAL 

JUSTICE

CHARACTER DEVELOPMENT

Self-Awareness

Self-Management

Social Awareness

Relationship Management

Decision Fairness

Information Sharing

Outcome Concern

Integrity

Credibility

Values Driven

Lifelong Learning 

Developing others

Adaptive Leadership Qualities



Church Plant Stallers/Stoppers

1. Arrogance:  displays conceited self-sufficiency

2. Betraying of trust:  breaks confidence placed in them by others

3. Unethical Lifestyle:  lives on the margins of moral standards and 

values



Pioneering Leadership


